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anatomy of type
counter

K H A h tf
cross bar

arm

shoulder

bowl

leg

serifs

stroke:
any line that defines
the basic letterform

stem:
a significant vertical
or oblique stroke
(as in the letter V)

counter:
the negative space within
a letterform, either fully or
partally enclosed
bowl:
the rounded form that
inscribes the counter

serifs

arm:
cross bar:
strokes off the stem
the horizontal stroke
either horizontal (E, F, T) that joins two stems
or inclined upward (K,Y)
leg:
strokes off the stem either
at the bottom (L) or
inclined downward (K, R)

serif:
the right angle or
oblique foot at the
end of a stroke

shoulder:
the curved stroke
that is not part of
a bowl

cross stroke:
the horizontal stroke
in a letterform that
intersects the stem

AM b p g C T E fa
crotch

ascender

finials

ear

barb

beak

beaks

link

vertex:
the lower point
created by joining
two diagonal strokes
crotch:
the interior space
created where two
strokes meet

ascender:
the portion of
the stem of a
lowercase letter
that extends
above the median

descender:
the portion of
the stem of a
lowercase letter
that extends
below the median

loop

barb:
the half-serif terminus
on the end of some
curved strokes

beak:
the half-serif terminus
on the end of some
horizontal arms

baseline

oblique stress

spine:
the curved stem
of the letter S

ligature:
two characters
connected to
make one character

Swash:
a flourish that
finishes the stroke
of a letterform

terminal:
the general term for
the finish of any stroke

descender ht.

finial:
the rounded non serif
terminal to a stroke

Q j S A T t Oee
tail
the curved or diagonal
sroke at the finish of some
letterforms

median

spur

vertex

apex:
the upper point
created by joining
two diagonal strokes

ascender ht.
caps height

x-height

apex

vertical stress

stress:
the orientation of a round letterform as described by the thinner
parts of the stroke

bracket:
the transition area
between the stem
and the serif
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measurement of type
Font size is equal to the height from the top of the ascender to the bottom
of the descender.

picas
points
12 points =1 pica
72 points =1 inch
1 inch

6 picas =1 inch

dp
The typeface, Georgia,
shown at 36 pt (not actual
size) as measured from the
top of the ascender to the
bottom of the descender.

Leading is the distance between lines of type as measured in points
from baseline to baseline.

This is an example of ten
point type (not at actual
size) with twelve point
leading set in Baskerville—
notated, 10/12 Baskerville.
Typically, leading is set slightly higher than the point size of the font to allow ample space
between ascenders and descenders that might otherwise collide. If the leading is too tall,
the overall look of a body of type can be “stripey” and make one aware of the lines of type
themselves. Often leading is determined by the measure of a column of type− tighter if
shorter and looser if the measure is long to make it easier for the reader to find the
beginning of the next line of type.

An Em quad is a unit of measure equal to the square of a font size. an en quad
is equal to one half of an em quad. This unit of measure is used to define spaces
and dashes within lines of type.

M
36 pt. em quad

Originally based upon the
size of the block of type used
for the capital M in any font,
the definition has changed
in the digital age to refer to
the square of the font size.

36 pt. en quad

Set width is the term used to describe the width of a character. Width measurement
is described in “units” which are arbitrarily set by proprietary systems. Digital fonts
typically use an upper limit of 200 units that corresponds with the upper case M.

M
Set width

detail
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anatomy of page layout
sink

orphan (to be avoided)
Header

head margin

Headline In Display Type
Subhead can go here

N

drop cap

image

caption

inside, back or
right margin

outside or
left margin

B head

A head
B head
body type

C head

A head

C head

C head

(continuation notice)

Footer

column

gutter

widow (also to be avoided)

foot margin

spread

Footer
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hierarchy of type
1. Headline or title in display type. Display type is typically any type over
14 pt but definitions vary. Display type does not carry the responsibility
for legibility and readability that body type does and hence may be more
graphic in nature.
2. Subhead. A subhead typically reinforces the headline with additional
information on the topic of a document. Subheads are typically larger than
body type but smaller than display type, thus 12- 14 pt in size.
3. A head. An A head typically introduces a new section or topic within
the body of type when needed. This can be achieved by using the same
size type as the body type, but arranging the A head above the body with
a return or double space and/or in a boldface.
4. B head. B heads appear within the body of type and are subservient to
the A head in that they relate to the topic given in the A head. These are
typically in line with the body type at the same size as the body type but
given emphasis by being in boldface or small caps. Italics may be used if
there is no C head as discussed next. The B heads in this document are the
words following the enumeration, such as “Headline or title...”
5. C head. These are subservient to the B head and are used to give
emphasis to sub topics of both the A head and B head. This can be accomplished by using italics in line at the same size as the body type. Tabbing to
separate body type for lists is also a good idea (see example at right).
6. Body Type. Body type should be a very legible or “invisible” typeface
that does not have enough style to distract from the message. A common
serif body typeface is Times New Roman and a common sans serif body
typeface is Franklin Gothic Book. This body type is Gill Sans Light at 11 pt.
Body type size should be within a range of 10-12 pts.

8. Photo credits. Photo credits are typically the smallest type face used in a
document, though they are typically not smaller than 6 pt. Photo credits tend to
be sans serif and not bold to make them clear at a small size.

Example of basic typographic hierarchy:

A Night at the Symphony (Headline)

A performance by the Richmond Symphonic Orchestra (Subhead)
Symphonies to be performed: (A head)
Sheherazade (B head) by Rimsky-Korsakov. A symphonic suite
inspired by the The book of One Thousand and One Nights, a
collection of Arabian and Persian folk tales. This orchestral work is
considered to be one of Rimsky-Korsakov’s most popular compositions. The piece consists of four movements:
I. The Sea and Sinbad’s Ship, (C head) a dramatic musical portrayal of the power of the sea and the heroic
efforts of Sinbad and his men to survive its tempest.
II. The Kalendar Prince. A romantic portrayal of this tale
done in the Russian classical/romantic style.
..... and so forth

7. Captions. Captions should typically be smaller than body type by a
couple of points and are often both sans serif and boldface for clarity at a
small size and to set them apart from body type. Size range is from 7-9 pt.
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legibility and readability of type
The old adage, “good form is invisible,” does well to describe much of good
typographic design theory. The sin of “style for style’s sake” in typography
is that style is noticeable and therefore makes the viewer aware of the
type. This can slow the process of interpreting the content. Such imageas-type graphics can be effective in logos, headlines, T-shirt design, signs and
other graphics, but seldom has its place in the world of typographic communication. Aside from display type, subheads and body type are intended
to provide information and should do so in such a way as to render style
subservient to the goal of reader comprehension.
There are two primary words that describe the comprehensible state of
type: legibility and readability. Legibility refers to the level of comprehensible clarity of individual characters and readability refers to the level of comprehensible clarity of a body of type or a document as a whole. Characters
that are incomprehensible are considered illegible. Text that is considered
impossible to read is called unreadable.
Legibility and the choice of typeface for body type: serif versus sans serif
It is widely thought that traditional serif type (Old Style or Transitional)
works best as body type. There are a combination of elements that contribute to the readability of typefaces such as Garamond or Times New
Roman. One is that traditional, Roman type is so well known and ubiquitous that we cease to see it any more as having typopgraphic style. It is
almost as if the content is simply downloaded into our brains as we read it.
As well, theories abound that continuation, used here in the gestalt sense,
created by the visual connectivity of serifs, makes words into visual ligatures.
One may be more aware of individual letters when they have had their
serifs shorn from them. The typeface used here is Gill Sans Light. Though
borrowing the proportion of traditional Roman typefaces and possessing
great visual harmony, it still appears a bit naked in comparison to serif type.
If sans serif type is used for body type within a document, it is important to
choose a typeface that is as invisible as possible. Realist or Humanist sans
serif type are good choices as long as the humanist typeface is not too
expressive. Geometric type can be used, however the completely round
bowls have a tendency to stand out as separate bullets within the body of
type, creating a kind of glyph look that can be visually distracting.

There are many variables within page layout that lend themselves to the
readability of a document. Line length or measure (discussed below), leading, word spacing, hyphenation, paragraph alignment, etc., all contribute to
the readability of a document.
All in good measure
Line length or measure as well as paragraph structure have much to do with
good readability. Generally speaking, in mutli-column work a measure of
45- 50 characters is ideal. Book formats can be comfortable up to 75
characters with an optimum of 66 characters. With the landscape format
of this document, I have treated this page as a subliminal spread and used
the book measure of around 75 characters (counting both letters and spaces). Measure that get upwards of 85-90 characters can get quite tedious to
read, even if the leading is looser, allowing for easier tracking of the eye from
line to line. Measures that are under 25 characters can read like shopping
lists and are equally tedious, especially if they continue for any real depth.
A good way to think about measure is by the average number of words in a
line of type. I find that by using 6 letters as an average word length (which
includes a space) that I get a fairly accurate character count. 25 characters
then represents about four words. Anything less than that is indeed too
short and even at the “minimum” of four words per line, it gets tedious if
that measure is maintained for much depth. Where this comes up is with
text wraps around images that render narrow columns alongside them.

Justification
Measure relates well to the subject of justification. Generally speaking,
the accepted format for body type is flush left, ragged right. This is not
only invisible to the reader, having been subjected to it for a lifetime, but
the ragged set allows the computer variable space to use in its calculated
effort to maintain consistent word spacing. Justified text takes this card
from the computer and provides less options for maintaining word spacing
within the confines of aligning type both left and right. A short measure
complicates matters further. More space and hence more characters allows
for more options for arranging words in the paragraph to give the best color
(described below). Short measures with justified text tend to lead to rivers
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Examples of color in body copy:
and, if using hyphenation, egregious stacks (see the short glossary of terms
at the end of this document). The size of the font plays into this as well and
one can manipulate measure, type size and hyphenation settings to try and
alleviate rivers should they become a problem.

Vertical justification
The depth of columns or pages of type is rarely considered, however it
can be of great help to realize that you do not have to set the bottoms of
columns flush when struggling to get type to come out right at the end of
an article or flow over to another column or page at the right spot within
the text. Flush top, ragged bottom is an acceptable format in page layout.
Another instance where this comes into play is when you are working very
hard to try and make manipulations to get rid of a few lines left over in an
article or fill left over space in trying to maintain a set number of pages. It
is perfectly acceptable to give a tug to the bottom of a column or columns,
either up or down, and lose or gain a line or two as needed.

Color
The overall tone created by bodies of type or a page layout is referred
to as its color. Depending upon the leading, x-height and typeface design,
bodies of type may contain variable amounts of white space within and
surrounding the type. This overall lightness to darkness of type is a consideration in assessing the feel of a layout. Evenness of tone is found when all
of the variables discussed above are in good harmony. Unless striving for a
specific aesthetic that belies the goal of an even tone, one strives to find a
balance within the black and white world of type and the page. Even within
the confines of “even tone,” the color may be darker or lighter, depending upon the typeface. How one selects an appropriate color for the body
copy of a project depends upon the publication, the content of the article
and even the images accompanying it. Following are examples of various
common typefaces used for body type set in 10.5 point (leading at computer default) to demonstrate subtle differences in color.

Minion Pro: The overall tone created by bodies of type or a page layout is referred to as its color. Depending upon the leading, x-height and typeface, bodies of type may contain variable amounts of white space within and surrounding the type. This overall lightness to darkness of the type is a consideration in
assessing the overall feel of the layout. Evenness of tone is found when all of the
variables discussed above are in good harmony. Unless striving for a specific
aesthetic end that belies the goal of an even tone, one strives to find a balance
within the black and white world of type and the page.
Baskerville: The overall tone created by bodies of type or a page layout is referred to as its color. Depending upon the leading, x-height and typeface, bodies
of type may contain variable amounts of white space within and surrounding
the type. This overall lightness to darkness of the type is a consideration in assessing the overall feel of the layout. Evenness of tone is found when all of the
variables discussed above are in good harmony. Unless striving for a specific
aesthetic end that belies the goal of an even tone, one strives to find a balance
within the black and white world of type and the page.
Georgia: The overall tone created by bodies of type or a page layout is
referred to as its color. Depending upon the leading, x-height and typeface, bodies of type may contain variable amounts of white space within
and surrounding the type. This overall lightness to darkness of the type
is a consideration in assessing the overall feel of the layout. Evenness
of tone is found when all of the variables discussed above are in good
harmony. Unless striving for a specific aesthetic end that belies the goal
of an even tone, one strives to find a balance within the black and white
world of type and the page.
Tahoma: The overall tone created by bodies of type or a page layout
is referred to as its color. Depending upon the leading, x-height and
typeface, bodies of type may contain variable amounts of white space
within and surrounding the type. This overall lightness to darkness of
the type is a consideration in assessing the overall feel of the layout.
Evenness of tone is found when all of the variables discussed above are
in good harmony. Unless striving for a specific aesthetic end that belies
the goal of an even tone, one strives to find a balance within the black
and white world of type and the page.
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on typographic style
The voice of type
Aside from legibility and readability, typefaces are chosen for communicating in the right voice. I often think of what kind of narrator I hear when I
read a typeface-- is it a woman’s voice? Is it a man’s voice? Is it a sophisticated tone? Matter of fact? Or casual and “down home” in its delivery?
Though this is quite subjective, there are some general thoughts on this
that may help you to look for the voice of type. For instance, Old Style
typography “legitimizes” copy in that it appears in the traditional face that
we are used to seeing in published books, magazines and legal documents.
Its voice is mature, literary, educated. Modern typefaces (in the Victorian
sense) tend to be more elegant, sophisticated, even suggesting a certain
affluence-- perhaps a rather sophisticated, effeminate voice. Realist Sans
Serif comes across very practical and no-nonsense— a straight forward
documentary-style narration perhaps. Geometric type feels mechanical yet
that precision can lead to a kind of sophistication and by proxy something
advertised in a geometric sans can seem well crafted or higher quality.
Choosing the appropriate typeface is very important in making sure that
you are addressing the target audience with an appropriate spokesperson.
These voices can be mixed and matched for a multi-layered approach-- a
logo might use one voice that is backed up by another, i.e., a fun and lively
logo may have a tagline in a clean, crisp sans serif typeface to say, “but we
also get down to business.”
Another tool for assessing typefaces is to think in terms of three Latin
words: veritas, gravitas, and levitas.
Veritas translates essentially into truth. As stated above, certain typefaces
can lend credibility to the page by borrowing the scholarly look of, say,
Garamond. Beyond the recognized look and feel of Garamond as a well
cut, classical or “old style” typeface, it has the added feature of its namesake
being a world famous scholar who published classic Greek literary works in
Latin and Greek to help bring about the Italian Renaissance.

Gravitas is similar in that it translates literally into weight, but is synonmyous
with seriousness. A no-nonesense realist sans serif adds gravitas or importance to the page. This is good for informational or wayfinding graphics,
instructions, etc.
Levitas translates directly to lightness (opposite of weight) but also frivolity. We use the word levity in that way, i.e., to make light of or lightening the
mood by trying to “add a little levity” to the situation.
These three terms can also be mixed and matched to help drive the
creative direction or type choices in a design discussion. In choosing the appropriate typeface for a particular coprorate identity, one might say that a
typeface works well to convey a professional quality--has a lot of gravitas-but perhaps the right color might lend it a little levitas so that it doesn’t
seem too boring or stuffy.
A section on type classification that can aid in your exploration follows.

Know who you are designing for
Content drives form, but the market demographic, overall mission and the
look and feel of a publication or a client are huge factors in style consideration as well. At very least, know who your audience is. This will help you
to choose your narrator. Hear the voice of type and imagine the audience
listening to it. Your page layout will be greatly effected by the audience as
well. Younger audiences may want a busier, more colorful layout with lots
of images-- think television. A more mature audience may want a quieter
page with ample white space and a more literary look.

On making and breaking the grid
Grids are a huge topic that won’t be gone into here in any detail, but remember that whatever you put down on a page, i.e., a picture, a column a
pull quote, creates a grid of its own, let alone actual grid elements like margins gutters and columns— the width of a column can be a precedent for
the width of a picture opposite it, gutters give you a white space to echo in
setting your text wrap or inset spacing for a pull quote perhaps. Use these
cues to design around or break from consciously, but know that everything
you put down informs every other element in a page layout.
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grid use example

A two-page spread layout using a 10 X 13 grid with gutters. This grid ratio mimics the page ratio but grids do not need to create squares to be effective.

Content is placed into the layout and adjusted. Any breaking with the grid is a
conscious choice made for aesthetic reasons.

A layout is generated within the grid for images and type that will work with the
content (already provided).

The end result after the grid is turned off. The grid gives a sense of organization
and hence, professionalism to the page.
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the evolution of typographic style and type classification
In approaching the broad subject of type, one has to acknowledge that
it begins with the human hand. From the earliest extant papyri of Egypt
to the Irish monasteries plundered by Vikings, typographic style emerged
primarily from the scribe. Even engraved or epigraphic typography, as found
on monuments, has its origins in handwritten forms-- evidence points to
type being first painted onto the substrate and then engraved. The term
we use for the historical study of handwritten letterforms is paleography,
which translates from the Greek as simply old or ancient writing. The specific
term for the scribe’s craft is calligraphy, which translates from the Greek,
Kalligraphia, into “beautiful writing.” It is important to note that although
Greek letters represent one of the most successful, if not earliest forms of
phonetic alphabets, they have their roots in the ancient middle east where
many of the early alphabets originated. For the sake of brevity, our focus will
be on the western influences of the current Latin-based typography and
the evolution of the type classifications that we use today
Early Greek typography set the tone for basic letterforms and the aesthetic
sensibility of western alphabets. Though few manuscripts survive from
Greek antiquity, the geometry of design is found in the precision of the epigraphic examples dating back to the 5th Century B.C.E. Basic pen strokes
of letterforms and both formal and informal stylings began with the Greeks
as well. These letterforms were adopted and refined by the Romans.

By the 2nd Century C.E. a more rounded form of Greek lettering added
economy to the number of strokes needed to produce letterforms. These
uncials, described in more detail in the section on the Roman contribution,
would have great ramifications for the future of typography.

Greek letterforms
Conventions of majuscule versus miniscule, or proto capital and lowercase
type, were set early in the history of Roman manuscripts with capital letters
taken from monuments and in manuscripts in the forms capitalis quadrata
(square caps) and capitalis rustica (rustic caps) as well as the advent of

Roman monumental

more rounded hands called uncials and half-uncials. The word, uncial, was the
word used for a Roman inch, and might have been a metaphor for “small.”
Half-uncials are thought to have been developed for informal documents
and side notes, allowing for the ability to write faster and smaller. The ascenders and descenders are thought to have been added to make a clearer
distinction between similar letterforms at a smaller size. As time went on,
half-uncials came into their own and found their way into book type.
(Roman half-uncials are shown in Latin below)

roman uncials
Regional variations of manuscripts arose throughout Europe, none more
distinct than what we now call insular script-- insular from the Latin insula
for island is the root of such words as insulate and isolate-- the general
term we use for the celtic style developed in the british isles from the 7th
to 9th centuries. Having survived the expansion of the Roman Empire (but
not the spread of Christianity), Ireland did sit both as an island and isolated
from much of the rest of the known world near its westernmost edge. The
ascetic, monastic life fell on fertile ground in Ireland and the prized possessions of each monastery that sprung up were the books it held and the
books it created. Each monastic scriptorium had its own local flavor, however similarities in the treatment of letterforms and page layout in the isles
have given rise to the general notion of what we refer to as Celtic calligraphy
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today. In addition to the typographic stylings, ornate capitals, borders, lacertines (ornate works surrounding animal forms) and carpet pages (grand,
heavily decorated pages) in the characteristic Celtic knotwork are among
the hallmarks of design still called upon today.

celtic uncial

celtic half-uncials

Having adopted the Roman typography of uncials and half uncials, the Celts
made them their own. An interesting side note is that the adoption of this
less formal lettering by Christians throughout Europe for liturgical texts led
to their being referred to as “church letters” (Scriptura Ecclesia).
With the dismantling of the Roman Empire in the 5th century C.E., regional calligraphy began to show more variation. Without centralized education,
scribal styles began to diverge and many texts were of poor quality and
illegible. When Charlemagne, then King of the Franks, was crowned Holy
Roman Emperor in 800 C.E., he began a quest to revive the literary and
scholarly greatness of the first Roman Empire. Bringing together scribes
from throughout the region and under the purview of Alcuin of York, he
attempted to standardize page layout and writing style. The result was the
use of Roman capitals, uncials and the popular half-uncials into something
that closely resembled the writing style that we use today. The name for
this style came to be known as Caroline miniscules after the Latinized name
for Charlemagne, Carolus. Caroline Miniscules stayed in vogue with regional
variations for centuries.

The term, Gothic, is derived from the Germanic tribes that picked away at
the Roman Empire and eventually gained seats of power in a wide swath
of Europe after the fall of Rome. However, the only real association with
anything Gothic in terms of art and design was the fact that it was a style
that emerged in the north at the end of the 12th century. The first Gothic
cathedrals were thought not to pay homage to any style that was inherently Teutonic. Some scholars claim that the real influence was Saracenic
(Arabic) gleaned from the crusades. In terms of typographic style, a different economy of structure came into play: the need to accommodate
more words per page. The demand for books increased with the advent

of universities as feudalistic kingdoms coalesced into city states. Though
there were regional variations, the general trend was towards more vertical
strokes, horizontal compression and a more chiselled style with a dark color
that led to it being referred to as blackletter or textura, making reference to
the fact that a page of copy took on the appearance of woven cloth. Scholars prefer the term Gothic and also make the point that “Old English,” which
is sometimes used for this style, only makes reference to the fact that the
style was adopted in the British Isles during this period. However, the term,
blackletter, seems to have stuck when it comes to type classification.

Blackletter or Textura

Though blackletter had many regional variations, the particular style that
was in vogue in Germany in the 15th century at the printing of the Gutenberg Bible became fixed as the quintessential example of blackletter. The
association this created with Germany, even though blackletter was in use
throughout Europe, gave blackletter a particularly German persona.
As printing spread from Germany in the 16th century, German printers
were invited to set up presses in cities throughout Europe. Arnold Pannartz
and Conrad Sweynheym were invited to Subiaco, Italy to establish a press
and they attempted to create a true Roman type. In doing so, they mistook
Caroline Miniscules for classic Roman type and created a “double alphabet”
that combined Roman capitals with Caroline miniscules. The typeface they
created is a prototype for the upper and lowercase type we use today.

Further development occurred in Italy, specifically in the merchant city of
Venice (printing was eschewed as inferior in many cities) where printing
found its new voice. Nicolas Jenson improved upon the color and clarity of
what was begun by the work of Sweynheym and Pannartz.
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Italian refinement of typographic style continued, primarily in Venice, at the
turning of the 15th century. 1500 C.E. also marks the closing of the historical period known as the incunabula or “infancy” of typographic printing, the
term often used to describle the method of printing with movable type
perfected by Gutenberg. Aldus Manutius and his collaborative type designer and punch cutter Francesco da Bologna (surnamed “Griffo”) combined
to make extremely legible type as well as very readable and exquisite
page layouts. Griffo solved optical problems of type by making ascenders
slightly taller than Capitals as well as created the first set of italics to fill
the need for type to fit in smaller books. He created an informal but well
formed script type based on the Italian hand. Italics can be considered the
first script typeface, but today we tend to lump them into a font family for
a particular typeface as an option for informality or emphasis within copy.
The height of the “Aldine” contribution (as Aldus Manutius’ publishing efforts were called) can be seen in the typeface developed for the publising
of Pietro Bembo’s Aetna and Vergil’s Opera at then end of the 16th Century, shown below in its contemporary form as the typeface, Bembo.

been an imitation of chancery arts. Contrast between thick and thin strokes,
flat feet and precisely cut square edges to serifs gave a lightness of color and
crispness of design never seen before (some people at the time complained
that the new type by English printer and type designer John Baskerville --see
below-- hurt their eyes). The poster child of this transitional type style is the
type of John Baskerville (English, 1706-75). Baskerville experimented with the
calendering (pressing) of paper and the use of fine screens to get an extremely flat substrate. He created special inks as well and got striking results.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnop Baskerville
qrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

French innovations perfected what we refer to today as Old Style typography. The most famous French typeface in this category is the ubiquitous
Garamond, named after Claude Garamond who worked with designer
Geoffrey Tory and printer Robert Estienne to create unrivaled excellence
in typographical style and printing in the first half of the 16th Century.
Advances in papermaking and printing in the 18th century allowed for
finer detail in printing. As typography moved towards the jeweler’s and
metalsmith’s hand and away from that of the scribe, designs became more
about the designer’s whim and the printers tool than what had traditionally

Though not necessarily popular in his homeland, Baskerville published many
books and his typographic innovations found fertile soil in Italy and France.
Baskerville’s direction was taken to new heights in the work of Giambattista
Bodoni (Italian, 1740-1813) and Francoise- Ambroise Didot (French, 17301804). Contrast was increased, the connecting brackets between the stroke
of a letter and its serif were decreased in size or shorn away altogether to
create stark transitions. Serifs became very thin. The aspect ratio of type
(height to width) was experimented with to create taller, thinner, generally
more elegant typefaces. These innovations led to the term, Modern Typefaces,
as they were a clear departure from the old style that had been in use prior.
Below are examples of the typefaces Bodoni and Didot as in use today.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnop Bodoni
qrstuvwxyz
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnop Didot
qrstuvwxyz
The 19th century saw the industrial revolution at full steam (pun intended)
and mass marketing led to an era of innovation in type. The new technologies of lithography and wood type contributed greatly to this, both in
terms of style and and scale. Graphics became bigger-- indeed broadsides
(an early term for posters) were sometimes two meters tall. Much of the
innovation in mid to late 19th Century design (often referred to as Victorian design for the English monarch that ruled at that time) is in display
type, a term used to describe ornate or decorative type used for headlines
at large size. Display type is so variable that it is difficult to discuss in short
terms or pin down to particular attributes so I will keep the discussion
here about common features or trends that are innovations or modifications of established typographic style. The two things that fit that description are sans serif type and slab serif or Egyptian type.
The first known sans serif type arrived with little fanfare on a William
Caslon IV (English, 1786-1850) specimen sheet in1816. Others followed.
Though not very popular at the outset, sans serifs, or “grotesks,” as they
were often referred to at the time, did have a kind of clarity that was useful
for information. We will discuss sans serif type and its impact on the 20th
century a little later in this section.
Another major contribution of industrial era typography was Egyptian or
slab serifed “fat faces,” bold type with strong, bracketless serifs that commanded attention in advertising. Slab serif typefaces have less contrast and
taller x-heights, making large bowls and eyes for great clarity. Strength of
form and loudness of voice made for widespread use in the19th century.
Below is a sample of an early slab serif type designed by Vincent Figgins
(English, 1766-1844).

The twentieth century brought with it radical notions of modernism, in this
case referring to the notion of form follows function that arose in the Bauhaus school of design in Germany in the 1920s (however versions of it
were emerging across the globe, and ultimately this became known as the
International Style). My definition of modernism is “the geometry of design
stripped bare of ornament” and this does well to explain why modernists
such as Herbert Bayer and Jan Tschichold championed the use of sans serif
typography, as sans serif type is type stripped bare of serifs. The great grandfather of all modern, realist sans serif type, so-called because of its matter-offact simplicity and clear-stated voice, is Akzidenz Grotesk, developed by the
Berthold Foundry in Berlin at the end of the19th century (pictured below).

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Univers
In the 1950s, modernist typeface designer Adrian Frutiger (Swiss, b. 1928)
developed Univers, with 28 varieties of weight and width for a fully functioning font family. Edouard Hoffman and Max Miedinger, also Swiss, released
Helvetica in the the1960s. (Helvetica Regular picture below).

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Helvetica
Modernist philosophy also led to geometric typefaces, none more popular
than Futura (pictured below) by Paul Renner (German, 1878-1956):

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Futura
A push back against the rush of geometric sans serif typeface in the 20s and
30s was led by Eric Gill (British, 1882-1940), who created the first humanist
sans serif typeface. Gill Sans borrowed Roman proportion and color bringing
a hint of rennaisance to sans serif typography. This text is typeset in Gill sans.
Exceptional clarity, evenness of color and an inherited sense of veritas make
Gill Sans popular today. Other humanist sans serif typefaces followed and
became popular in the 1960s and 70s.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz Optima
Optima, finished1955, designed by Herman Zapf (German, b. 1918).
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type classification

old style
16th and 17th c.

low to medium contrast,
thick to thin strokes

typically more rounded,
organic shapes

oblique stress

M

small eye, sometimes
with angled crossbar

medium to tall X-height

medium to wide set width

rounded, bracketed serifs,
often with concave or
“cupped” feet.

transitional

Example is Adobe Garamond Pro Regular

greater contrast,
thick to thin strokes

18th c.

vertical stress

M

shapes more machine
cut and squared off.
slightly larger eye.

medium to tall
X-heightt

medium to wide set width
bracketed serifs,
typically with
perfectly “flat feet.”

Transitional typefaces have a crisper, more machine-like quality. Whereas Old
Style type was humanist, based upon hand written letterforms generated prior to
advent of movable type, the new profession of type designer that came along with
new technology allowed for more engineered design. This led to a more vertical
stress and better clarity due to larger bowls and eyes. This also gives the page a
brightness of color— almost shocking at the time. Still scholarly and sophisticated,
this type works well for books, magazines and documents of nearly every ilk, from
the most progressive to the most conservative audiences.

Example is Baskerville Regular

modern
high contrast between
thick and thin strokes

typically more rightangled, precise shapes
larger, more open
eye.

19th c.

vertical stress

often short to
medium X-height
relative to cap height

M
narrower set width

mostly unbracketed,
square serifs which are
typically quite thin

Example is Didot Regular

eqyptian or slab serif
less contrast between
thick and thin strokes

19th c.

Old Style typography is based on Roman typefaces that were created at the height
of the Italian renaissance. The renaissance allowed for a renewal of interest in
classic Greek literature and philosophy in the form of books printed in Latin using
“true Roman type.” Though attempts were made to use examples from Roman
engraved monuments and early Roman manuscripts, this “true Roman type” was a
hybrid of influences that created a sophisticated and visually balanced typographic
style that survives today. Old style typefaces provide an air of tradition in published
books, magazines and legal documents. Its voice is mature, literary and scholarly.
One might use it for books, academia, legal documents, literary magazines and ilk.

vertical or slightly oblique
stress

typically more rightangled, precise shapes

M

large eye, with crossbar often near center
medium to tall
X-height compared
to cap height

medium set width

Modern typefaces (in the Victorian sense) tend to be more elegant, sophisticated,
even suggesting affluence-- Indeed the early designs came from the royal print
house of the Duke of Parma (Bodoni) and the royal printhouse at the Louvre in
Paris (Didot). With its elegant, high contrast of thick to thin strokes, slender, often
bracketless serifs and tall, thin aspect ratio, one thinks of the narrator wearing a
tuxedo or a woman dressed in the high fashion of the day. It tends to be thought
of as an effeminate voice that was very useful in the higher echelon of Victorian
society where men wear jewelry, hair oil and cumberbuns. Modern typefaces find
their voices being used to sell jewelry, designer clothes and high fashion.
Egyptian or Slab Serif typefaces are members of the family of “fat faces,” slab serif
fonts that arose out of the need for competition in the marketplace during the
Industrial revolution. Bold, confident and loud, slab serif typefaces have a masculine
voice, stating things in strong yet still well-balanced terms. This combination of a
strong but rational feel lends itself well to the use of slab serif typefaces in headers
and subheads for publications ranging from technology to sports.

mostly unbracketed,
square serifs,

Example is Chapparal Bold
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realist sans serif
typically low contrast,
thick to thin strokes

typically square,
mechanical shapes

20th c.

vertical stress

M

large eye with cross-bar
near center

medium to tall X-height

narrow to medium set width
sans serif, typically
without entasis.

Example is Helvetica Neue Regular

humanist sans serif
low to medium contrast,
thick to thin strokes

typically more
organic shapes

20th c.

M

large eye with cross-bar
near center

vertical or slightly
oblique stress

medium to tall X-height

medium to wide set width
sans serif, sometimes
showing a slight flair or
entasis to stroke termini

Humanist Sans Serif typefaces were created as a response to the popularity of sans
serif type that emerged during the rise of modernity. With more geometric sans
serif typefaces on the market in the 1920s and 30s, traditionalists created sans serif
type based upon the proportion and harmony of Roman typefaces that hinted at
the calligraphic strokes of the scribe (hence, humanist). The voice of humanist sans
serif is on the feminine side with an air of professionalism. This genre is often used
in publications for the health and helping professions, beauty products and any
publication that wants to seem friendly and accessible yet professional.

Example is Optima Regular

geometric sans serif
little or no contrast,
thick to thin strokes

Realist Sans Serif type (AKA Transitional Sans Serif) was championed by modernists
at the beginning of the 20th century. The grandfather of all realist sans serif typefaces,
is Berthold Foundry’s Akzidenz Grotesk, created at the beginning of the 20th
century. Its simple clarity appealed to modernist principles— design stripped bare
of ornament. It comes across very practical— a straightforward documentary-style
narration. The voice is one of reason (hence, rational), nondescr,ipt in terms of accent
(think anchor man), and somewhat androgynous. It is a typeface used by institutions
to convey information without the distraction of style. It can also add a matter-of-fact
quality to an advertisement, making a statement look factual.

letterforms based
on geometric shapes

20th c.

vertical stress if any

large eye with cross-bar
near center

M

medium to tall X-height,
variable cap height

medium to wide set width

sans serif, typically
without entasis.

Example is Futura Regular

script

Script typography is based upon hand written type and
can take many forms. Example here is snell roundhand.

hope

M

Geometric Sans Serif type also emerged from the school of modernism. The
Bauhaus venerated the circle, square and triangle and geometric typefaces were
developed that were both geometric and nearly monoline, a uniform thickness or lack
of contrast in strokes. The combination of geometry and uniformity makes geometric
sans almost devoid of humanism, yet nearly perfect in clarity. The voice may be
robotic, yet it can also be used to add a level of sophistication to a design. Designers
can borrow its precision and lend it to what is being advertised. Engineering and
architecture firms use this type for that reason, but it can also be used to add a level
of modern austerity and sophistication to everything from art galleries to hair salons.
Script type is as humanist as type gets, in that it is intended to imitate hand written
type. Italics are one of the earliest examples of printed typography that imitated
a specific Roman script. In keeping with the notion that italics is a reference to
handwritten Italian type, you may notice that geometric typefaces use the term
oblique to refer to the skewed versions of those typefaces. Script is effeminate in
voice and used exclusively as headers and subheads for publications that may have
something to do with beauty, elegance, the arts, or contain romantic content.

Example is Snell Roundhand Regular
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examples of old style typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Goudy Old Style: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Palatino: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Garamond: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Adobe Garamond Pro: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Hoefler Text: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Minion Pro: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of transitional typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Baskerville: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Cochin: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, ﬁnd
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Georgia: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Bell MT: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Perpetua: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Century: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Times New Roman: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of modern typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Bodoni: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Didot: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Modern No. 20: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of egyptian or slab serif typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Chaparral Pro: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Chaparral Pro Bold: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Rockwell: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Rockwell Bold: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Cambria: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, �ind

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Cambria Bold: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, �ind
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Courier: Man,Woman,Beautiful,Gravity,Scintillating,Jasper,Xavier,find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
American Typewriter: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of humanist sans serif typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Gill Sans: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Optima: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Euphemia: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Calibri: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, ﬁnd
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Candara: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, ﬁnd
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Lucida Sans: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Trebuchet: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of realist or transitional sans serif typefaces
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Arial: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Helvetica: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Corbel: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, ﬁnd
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Franklin Gothic Book: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Geneva: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Myriad Pro: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Tahoma: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Univers: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Verdana: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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examples of geometric sans serif typefaces

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Century Gothic: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Avante Garde: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Eurostile: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Futura: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Kabel: Man, Woman, Beautiful, Gravity, Scintillating, Jasper, Xavier, find
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additional type and page layout vocabulary
Tracking:

Letter spacing in words or lines of type.

Kerning:

Letter spacing between two characters, usually to optically compensate for
overlapping letterforms.

Measure:
The length of a line of type or width of a column as measured in points, picas or characters.
Depth:
The number of lines in a body of type.
Stack:
A series of lines ending in hyphens.
River:
A continuous white space running through a body of type created by word spacing.
Paragraph alignment:
Left justified/flush left: all lines of a paragraph aligned at the left edge.
Right justified/flush right: all lines of a paragraph aligned at the right edge.
Centered: all lines of type aligned with the center.
Justified: all lines of type aligned to both left and right edges (the last line may be aligned left, right, center or force justified).

Font:

Though the definition of a font is changing in the digital age, technically speaking a font contains all upper and lower case letters and 		
numbers, punctuation marks, and often small caps in a single typeface at a single size and weight.

Typeface:
Set solid:

Makes reference to the particular design or style of type.
Type that is set with leading equal to the size of the font.

Hanging indent, outdent, exdent: A paragraph style in which the first line of a paragraph is aligned with the left margin, and the remaining lines are all
indented an equal amount.

Drop cap:
Raised cap:
Reverse type:
White space:

A design style in which the first capital letter of a paragraph is set in a larger point size and aligned with the top of the first line.
A design style in which the first capital letter of a paragraph is set in a large point size and aligned with the baseline of the first line.
The technique of printing white or light-colored text on a black or dark background for emphasis.
Margins, gutters or any space within a document that is not occupied with image or text.
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